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Equality, diversity
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João and Marilene - failed by science?
“João was born with microcephaly – he has a smaller head and
under-developed brain. This once-rare condition is becoming
more common in Brazil because of Zika outbreaks.
He is likely to suffer impaired cognition & motor functions,
hyperactivity, seizures and may need lifelong intensive care.
Many families struggle to cope with the needs of children with
microcephaly, and more and more are abandoned – including
João. He was later adopted by Marilene and given a loving home.”

Photo: Felipe Fittipaldi / Wellcome Photography Prize 2019
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We have allowed scholarly publishing to come into opposition to the public interest

“our research ecosystem provides no
incentives for publishing reliably, rapidly or
openly – all features that one might hope
to see in a system that works effectively.
Despite a decade or more of talk about
open access, […] we are still mired in
technical and cultural debates that – to
our shame – remain largely internal to the
ivory tower.”
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We need to evaluate research and researchers but what are our values?

https://youtu.be/PeZ-U0pj9LI
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Market value in academia
Evaluation based on journal metrics reduces productivity
• JIF chase slows publication
• positive bias in the literature (no place for sharing negative results)
Metric-driven hyper-competition in which only the result matters:
• incentivises fraud
• undermines reliability & public trust
• devalues other important academic activities – and academics
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Market effects on culture

“Our people know how to get the Nature papers…”
Faculty Dean (University of X)

“I’m really excited. We just had a big paper in Cell… !”
Postdoc (University of Y)
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How do we talk about what we value?
“We need to begin to tell stories
that frame politics around genuine
appreciation and social recognition
for contributions to the common
life and to collective well-being that
go beyond how the market rewards
you and how the market defines
the value of your contribution.”
Michael Sandel
Dec 2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCZhA-_1n4E
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Shared research values: a proposal

Reliable, rapidly communicated, accessible, highquality research that transforms our understanding
of the world and can change it for the better.
Researchers who collaborate, who feel a duty of care
to group members & colleagues, and a responsibility
to the societies of which they are an integral part.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Dr._Sadhna_Joshi_and_Research_Group.jpg

A research system that values the people within it,
that cares about their quality of life, and that seeks
out the creative vigour of diversity.

How do we realise this in practice?
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Practicalities: we need to talk about how open science can be better science
Preprints: faster communication
Focus on the content, not the container
(journal)
Encourages open peer review
OA generally: Worldwide audience (sharing +
scrutiny = reliability)

Data sharing: re-use & scrutiny benefits
(reliability)
Open science is better for changing the world
(e.g. Zika crisis, new coronavirus)
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Open access and open research highlight important questions
- Academic freedom vs. democratic responsibility?
- Who gets to decide what research questions to
prioritise?
- How open should the academy be for public scrutiny
and involvement (e.g. patient groups, environmental
action)?
- Is the academy properly representative of the society it
claims to serve (equality, diversity & inclusion)?

https://ccat.curtin.edu.au/programs/innovation-knowledgecommunication/curtin-open-knowledge-initiative-coki/
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UK professors by gender

Representation in the academy

UK census (2011)

White

87.2%

Asian

6.2%

Chinese

0.7%

Other

0.9%

Mixed

2.0%

Black

3.0%
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Practicalities: DORA – the declaration
One general recommendation:
Do not use journal-based metrics, such as Journal Impact Factors,
as a surrogate measure of the quality of individual research
articles, to assess an individual scientist’s contributions, or in
hiring, promotion, or funding decisions.
17 positive recommendations for different stakeholders:
• funders
• institutions
For institutions:
• publishers
4. Be explicit about the criteria used to reach hiring, tenure, and promotion
• data providers
decisions, clearly highlighting, especially for early-stage investigators, that the
• researchers
scientific content of a paper is much more important than publication metrics
or the identity of the journal in which it was published.
5. For the purposes of research assessment, consider the value and impact of
all research outputs (including datasets and software) in addition to research
publications, and consider a broad range of impact measures including
qualitative indicators of research impact, such as influence on policy and
practice.
https://sfdora.org/read/
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Practicalities: DORA – the campaign
San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment
•
•
•
•
•

sfdora.org
6 years old; >15,000 individuals and >1,800 organisations have signed
2017 onwards: significant new financial support; 1.2 members of staff
International steering group; a global advisory board (all volunteers)
Roadmap for action:
• Recruit more signatories
• Develop and promote best practice in research assessment
• Extend the global and disciplinary impact of DORA
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http://www.nature.com/news/fewer-numbers-better-science-1.20858

Change is coming…

https://www.nature.com/articles/d
41586-018-06178-7

Researcher assessment at UMC Utrecht
1. Research, publications, grants
2. Managerial & academic duties
3. Mentoring & teaching
4. Clinical work (if applicable)
5. Entrepreneurship & community outreach
Reform in the Netherlands (13 Nov 2019)

https://www.nwo.nl/en/news-andevents/news/2019/11/knowledge-sectorsector-takes-major-step-forward-in-newapproach-to-recognising-and-rewarding-

Charité University Hospital, Berlin
• Scientific contribution to your field
• Your 5 most important papers
• Contribution to open science
• Your most important collaborations

“We also understand that
researchers may be driven to do
so by a misdirected reward
system which puts emphasis on
the wrong indicators (e.g. journal
impact factor). We therefore
commit to fundamentally revise
the incentive and reward system
of science, using the San
Francisco Declaration on
Research Assessment (DORA) as
a starting point.

https://www.scienceeurope.org/coalition-s/

DORA wants to collaborate
Royal Society - Resumé for Researchers

Welcome Trust – implementing DORA principles

Module 2 - How have you contributed to the development of
individuals?
Module 3 - How have you contributed to the wider research
community?
Module 4 - How have you contributed to broader society?
https://royalsociety.org/topics-policy/projects/researchculture/tools-for-support/resume-for-researchers/

https://wellcome.ac.uk/how-we-work/open-research/guidanceresearch-organisations-how-implement-dora-principles
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https://elifesciences.org/inside-elife/1fd1018c/research-assessment-reducing-bias-in-the-evaluation-of-researchers

DORA: building and promoting new tools and processes for evaluation
DORA session at ASCB|EMBO (Dec 2018)

DORA session at AAAS (Feb 2019)

DORA/HHMI joint meeting (Oct 2019)

More info & ideas at: https://sfdora.org/

Tackling the problem of bias in research assessment?
Methodically…

When there are joint first authors, reflecting equal
contributions, men are more likely to be listed first.

1. Define the nature and scale of problem
2. Understand its root causes – share that
understanding convincingly
3. Design and test processes to fix it
• Education, training
• Methods for credible, time-efficient
assessment of the qualities of
research
• Methods to counter the biases
rooted in human psychology and
society

For men, merit (judged by peer review) is associated with
productivity. For women, there is no such association.
(Same applies to ethnic minority candidates).

Gender gaps in grant funding are attributable to less
favourable assessments of women as PIs, not of the
quality of their proposed research.
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2. Understand the root causes of the problem
“Gender stereotypes affect the way people attend to,
interpret, and remember information about themselves and
others. … They reflect general expectations about members
of particular social groups.”
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/10.1146/annurev-psych-122216-011719

“he is smart” (stable attribute); “she did well on the test”
(temporary achievement)
he is “outstanding”; she is “hardworking”
he is “assertive, ambitious”; she is “caring, conscientious”

https://www.uu.nl/staff/NEllemers/0
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3. Design and test processes to fix it
Stereotyping “leads people to over-emphasize differences
between groups and underestimate variations within groups”
•

https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/10.1146/annurev-psych-122216-011719

•

Training:
•

Acknowledge the pervasive nature and impacts of gender
stereotyping

•

Accept that we are all subject to gendered expectations - and
that these bias our judgements

•

Educate people to recognise the implicit effects that gender
stereotypes have for themselves and others

Process:
•

Lift the burden of proof from those who are disadvantaged;

•

Support employees in reconciling male and female role
expectations regarding work and family life

https://www.uu.nl/staff/NEllemers/0
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Why do equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) matter at Imperial?

http://www.imperial.ac.uk/equality/governance/strategy/

•

To ensure our future success as a
university

•

To tap into pools of talent that
have been neglected for too long –
diversity is a strength

•

to increase the quality, relevance
and world-changing impact of our
research and education

•

to improve the well-being and
productivity of the people who
work and study here by developing
a culture that values everyone

“The key to understanding the positive influence
of diversity is the concept of informational
diversity. When people are brought together to
solve problems in groups, they bring different
information, opinions and perspectives. This
makes obvious sense when we talk about diversity
of disciplinary backgrounds…”
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EDI Strategy commitments – research
Incorporate consideration of equality, diversity and inclusion in
the design of research projects that have a direct impact on
people. While recognising that the choice of research topic has to
be freely made by academics and researchers, we wish to
stimulate efforts to align our research with our mission to be
inclusive.
In line with developing best practice, this will ensure that research
outputs from Imperial that impact people (e.g. medical
treatments, products of engineering or policy work) address the
different needs that arise because of diversity in the population.
This will make our research more relevant and impactful (and aid
recruitment of staff & students…)

But we can go even further and look for opportunities to directly
address some of the needs of under-represented groups within
Imperial (e.g. technologies to help disabled people).
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EDI strategic aims: what are we committing to?
We will:
•

integrate EDI into all management processes
• engaged leadership; people-management skills; EDI training;

mentoring
•

integrate EDI into the student experience

•

take positive action to improve the opportunities and
experiences of under-represented groups
• Athena SWAN, Race Equality Charter, Stonewall Workplace

Equality Index, Disability Confident Leader
•

work to eliminate bullying and harassment

•

gather and publish data to monitor our progress

•

collaborate internally and externally to develop good
practice

•

be open to dialogue and challenge on our EDI ambitions

https://www.leru.org/publications/equalitydiversity-and-inclusion-at-universities#

Staff Briefing #206 (April 2019): inclusive leadership and culture
We agreed at Provost’s Board that we need to strengthen the support and structures we
have in place to more reliably create consistently good leadership and management and a
positive culture throughout the organisation. We have created an action plan with eight
strands of activity, each led by a member of Provost’s Board:
‣

Values and behaviours – articulating what constitutes a positive and respectful
workplace

‣

Leaders’, managers’ and supervisors’ responsibilities – ensuring that these are clear

‣

Leadership development – equipping managers and supervisors with the leadership
skills required for their roles

‣

Staff training – focussing on unconscious bias and active bystander techniques

‣

Mentoring – developing new approaches to inform and support staff at all levels

‣

Recruitment – ensuring there are appropriately qualified candidates for all
appointments where there is underrepresentation

‣

Senior leadership proactive accountability – ensuring decision-making considers
equality, diversity and inclusion impact and that leaders are visibly involved

‣

Communications and awareness – keeping the College community updated on progress

The hard bit: actions started in the past 18 months
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Keep the destination in sight

Reliable, rapidly communicated, accessible, highquality research that transforms our understanding
of the world and can change it for the better.
Researchers who collaborate, who feel a duty of care
to group members & colleagues, and a responsibility
to the societies of which they are an integral part.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Dr._Sadhna_Joshi_and_Research_Group.jpg

A research system that values the people within it,
that cares about their quality of life, and that seeks
out the creative vigour of diversity.
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How do we get to our utopia?

Plus:
hard work!

http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2013/07/29/slow-ideas

“If we want to change the world, we need
to be unrealistic, unreasonable, and
impossible.”
Rutger Bregman

“We yearn for frictionless, technological
solutions. But people talking to people is
still how the world’s standards change.”
Atul Gawande
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Thank you
s.curry@imperial.ac.uk
@Stephen_Curry
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